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Election of AEA Deputy Chairman

V

oting in this election began at 9.00am on Monday 20 January 2020
when members' unique voting security codes were allocated. In
order to access the voting system, visit:https://www.castyourvote.co.uk/aea2020
How To Vote
•

Follow the online instructions.

•

Insert both unique security codes when prompted – these codes can
be viewed by going to your own personal profile, which is the last
menu tab on the right at the top of the Members' Home page – if you
find yourself on another page, just click the option Go to Members'
Area in the blue bar on the top left of the screen.

•

Please read both candidates' election addresses before you cast your
vote. You will note that only one candidate has submitted a
photograph. The addresses are available on our website and on the
electronic voting page.

•

You may vote for one candidate only. Indicate your choice on the right
hand side of the online ballot paper opposite the name of the
candidate for whom you wish to vote.

•

Complete your vote when prompted.

Please note that voting closes at 12 noon on Friday 31 January 2020.
The result of the election will be informally announced on the afternoon
of Friday 31 January 2020 and then formally at our annual general
meeting in Blackpool on 5 February 2020.
Please be aware that Corporate and Affiliate Members are not eligible to
take part in the election. For Full and Past Service Members, eligibility to
vote is dependent upon membership being fully paid up by 10 January
2020. If you have joined the Association or renewed your membership
since that date, you will not be able to vote.

If there are no security codes displayed on your website profile, this
almost certainly means that you are ineligible to vote. If you think this is
incorrect, please email kate.monehen@aea-elections.co.uk and copy
in: nigel.hurll@aea-elections.co.uk
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Workshop One – Neighbourhood Planning Referendums
Trainers – Frances Cleland and James Pack
There is currently little available guidance to support the delivery of a Neighbourhood Planning
Referendum. This workshop will look at what the requirements are and share good practice.
It will address common issues such as providing clarification on the timetable and who is
responsible for what; how pre-referendum rules should be interpreted; campaign
requirements, including whether sitting councillors are able to campaign; and, how to deal
with cross boundary NPRs.

Workshop Two – Delivering Canvass Reform
Trainers – Sarah Ling and Gina Jones
Canvass reform will take effect for the 2020 annual canvass. This workshop will focus on the
practical issues: how will you deliver the change? What are the key challenges? What needs
to put in place now to make implementation easier? How will the three routes work? It will
encourage the sharing of ideas and strategies to support you to make the most of the revised
processes.

Workshop Three – Common Challenges at the Count
Trainers – Debby Frost and George Cooper

This workshop will address the common challenges faced at the verification and count, such as
dealing with disruptive people, security, managing and maintaining audit trails of doubtful
ballot papers, providing the provisional result and managing re-count requests. It will also look
at specific challenges for May 2020 such as the impact of the moved bank holiday and
supplementary vote counts.

Workshop Four - What would you do if…
Trainer – Lea Goddard and Maggie Mulhall

Go to contents page

This workshop will use anonymised examples of where things have gone wrong in delivering
an election, including electoral registration. With your help, it will look at the appropriate
action to take, how to mitigate the risk or issue, where help can be obtained, the importance
of maintaining an audit trail, the personal responsibility of EROs/ROs and the effect on core
staff. It will encourage the sharing of good practice and look at how issues can be avoided in
the first place.
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Bleeding voters
Paul Beaumont, Halton Borough Council and North
West Branch Secretary, cleans up after one

E

ach election throws up new challenges and situations which is why
I, like many of you, keep coming back for more. The 2019 snap
General Election is no exception and I am sure you all have your own
anecdotes.
My own involves me in latex gloves fishing around a ballot box for ballot
papers that had been covered in blood - but more on that shortly.
I have worked variously at three different authorities, finally settling on
Halton which is on the River Mersey, taking in the two towns of Runcorn
and Widnes. The authority, being small, is usually one of the first to
declare in the region. It also helps that we have a small dedicated
group of staff who are well practiced in delivering elections.
Shortly before 11pm on the day of the General Election, we received our
final ballot box with the Presiding Officer keen to talk to me about it.
Apparently an elector had been in, got his ballot paper, gone into the
booth, had a coughing fit and then emerged covered in blood, possibly
from a nose-bleed. The elector had then shoved his ballot paper in the
box and disappeared out of the station before he could be stopped.
The Presiding Officer, looking a little peaky, advised me that it was a lot
of blood.
It struck me that no-one tends to bleed profusely because they are too
healthy; therefore as well as blood there could be any kind of germ or
virus in there. So first things first, we had to get protection for anyone
touching the ballot papers, even if they looked clean they could still
contain any kinds of nasty bugs.

Members who have been around since the early 2000s will remember
the “White Powder” incidents and the associated concerns and stocking
up on latex gloves, masks and other necessary equipment. Now, by lack
of use over the years these stocks have diminished here but the venue
where we hold our count has a well-stocked cleaning cupboard and we
were able to get gloves, antibacterial hand-wash and spray.
Now I said we have a dedicated group of staff but there was a noticeable
Go to Contents page
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reluctance of anyone to dive into this task. So I picked up the box
myself, took it over to a table, opened it and started fishing around to
find out which ballot papers were affected. Imagine a really awful
tombola and you get the idea.
Eight Ballot papers in all were affected taken out and adjudicated
separately (this is not covered in the “Dealing with Doubtful Ballot
papers” Handbook). The other “clean” ballot papers were distributed to
count assistants who still wore gloves just in case. The table was
isolated from the rest of the count and treated as a mini-count so that
the ballot papers did not go into general circulation; with the addition of
some ballot papers mixed in from another box, just to be all present and
correct. The figures from the table being added into the final tally.
The staff were offered anti-bacterial hand gel but most preferred to wash
their hands with soap and hot water. Then all the equipment was then
cleaned down thoroughly with anti-bacterial spray … which triggered an
asthma attack in one of our Count Assistants.
So what lessons have we learned?
Recent worries over norovirus, bird flu and others show that an election
is a good breeding ground in which to pass on all kinds of germs and
diseases. Almost all the time this comes to nothing but we have a duty
of care.
Blood is a very dramatic and visible example of what can end up on a
ballot paper that is handled by members of election staff. But think for a
moment about what can end up on a ballot paper that is not as visible
through coughs, sneezes and unwashed hands (you may not want to do
this during lunch).
It is worth checking old stocks of latex gloves and hand gel as you never
know when they might be needed. But also make sure that you have
facilities for people to wash their hands and you encourage them to do
so, before and after the count. And that you have facilities to get tables,
chairs and even ballot boxes to be cleaned down quickly if need be.
And always check, before you spray any antibacterial cleaner, that noone nearby has asthma that can be triggered by it.

Go to Contents page
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AEA Consultancy Services
Would you like to join our Consultancy Panel?
What is involved?

W

e maintain a panel of experienced consultants available to deliver
the full range of electoral administration functions to all types of
local authorities
Consultants provide support in delivering all types of elections, including
Parliamentary elections, local elections, referendums and combined
polls. Consultants also support the electoral registration process
including undertaking and implementing boundary, polling place and
electoral reviews
Some assignments may be purely strategic with you undertaking the
management of the project whilst a team executes your plans. Other
assignments may be more hands on and you could find yourself filling
ballot boxes. Some Clients may require support in one particular area,
such as the postal vote process.
Basic IT skills are usually required with experience of electoral software
packages an advantage but not always a necessity
Assignments may involve providing additional support at key time,
covering a vacancy or absence (such as maternity leave or sickness)
with the role having been pre-planned or an urgent response to difficult
circumstances.
Working with the AEA
AEA Consultants are directly employed by us and paid through the AEA
payroll for any consultancy work they carry out. This has advantages
over being self-employed such as: -

You will be paid the subsequent month for work you have undertaken,
there is no delay due to the processing of invoices by clients
You will not be required to complete your own financial returns to HMRC
Most authorities want to contract directly with the AEA, particularly as
contracting directly with the AEA provides them with a considerable

Go to Contents page
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degree of protection and certainty such as continued support should
consultant becoming incapacitated.
Insurance cover and support (see what the AEA provides)
What the AEA provides for consultants
Contract Negotiation and legal advice available should a client wish to
vary terms of standard contract
Support and assistance via the website or in depth legal and procedural
advice is available directly from AEA Officers if required
Monitoring of progress of assignment to ensure maintenance of good
client relationship
Consultants are funded to attend appropriate AEA training courses
Insurance – The AEA provides clients with Professional Negligence
insurance, Employers Liability Insurance and Public Liability Insurance. If
self-employed, a consultant would have to provide cover for themselves
at what may be prohibitive rates
The services of a Consultancy Manager for general advice and assistance
relating to subjects such as claims, payments, CV’s and to be a first
point of contact in any instance
The benefits of consultancy work
You receive a daily fee plus reimbursement of necessary travelling
expenses and accommodation costs
Employment on the panel does not count as employment for
Superannuation purposes and can be undertaken directly on leaving
local authority employment

The number of days you work are variable and can be flexible
You can specify the geographical area within which you wish to work
You can have a break from the Panel if you are unavailable for work for a
period (such as an extended holiday)

In some cases, work can be undertaken from home

Go to Contents page
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When assessing potential assignments, we take into consideration your
preferences as to areas of work and your particular expertise and
interests

Obviously the wider your parameters are with regard to preferred
location, days and assignments, the more opportunities for employment
that will arise
What Next?

If you wish to apply to join the consultancy panel, or would like to
discuss Consultancy Services further or have any questions please
contact Lesley Hales, Consultancy and Professional Services Manager at
lesley.hales@aea-elections.co.uk Tel: 0151 641 0511 Mobile: 07809
164 621 or complete the online enquiry form at www.aeaelections.co.uk/consultancy-professional-services/information-contacts/

Conference plenary session the front row is ready...

...but whose seat is this?

Go to Contents page
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Question-Testing for Britain’s Testing
Questions:
The Role of the Electoral Commission in Ensuring ‘Intelligibility’ of Referendum
Questions: a new article from 4-5 Gray’s Inn Square
“The Answer to the Great Question…Of Life, the Universe and
Everything…is…Forty-Two”,
said Deep Thought, with infinite
1
majesty and calm.

L

ike the Magratheans in Douglas Adams’ ‘Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy’, over the past three years, the United Kingdom has had
cause to reflect on the importance of asking the right question. The
2016 In/Out referendum on our membership of the European Union and
the subsequent events that it set in motion have demonstrated the
power and constitutional implications of putting divisive issues to a
public vote. However, this lesson does not appear to have deterred calls
for future referenda, foremost among them the SNP’s not-so-long
awaited ‘IndyRef2’ on Scottish independence and even a controversial
second ‘People’s Vote’ on Brexit. Our unwritten constitution offers
minimal protection against ill-considered deployment of referenda by
political leaders motivated by short term political gains, considerations of
intra-party unity, and even a desire to ‘wash their hands’ of
responsibility for decision making on controversial issues. It is in this
context that the role of the Electoral Commission in testing referendum
questions is more important than ever.

Despite this, the scope of the Electoral Commission’s remit remains
limited to a narrow consideration of the ‘intelligibility’ of proposed
questions, and its powers have not been seriously reconsidered since
reviews by the Nairne Commission and Committee on Standards in
Public Life in 1996 and 1998 respectively2. Here, we consider the extent
of those powers, assess the ways in which the Commission has
exercised them, and ask whether they are sufficient to keep pace with
the new challenges which have accompanied more widespread use of
referenda over the past two decades.

1

Adams, D. A Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (2007) New York: Random House.
Report of the Independent Commission on Referendums, July 2018. Available online:
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/constitution-unit/sites/constitution-unit/files/ICR_Final_Report.pdf
(Accessed 5 December 2019).
2
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The Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000 (‘PPERA 2000’)
requires the Electoral Commission to consider the wording of, and
publish a report on, the ‘intelligibility’ of any proposed referendum
question3. Within this broad remit, the scope of the assessment is not
set out in the statute and the Commission has a discretion to assess the
wording ‘in such a manner as they may determine’4.
The Commission’s approach has developed over time, but since 2009 its
Assessment Guidelines have suggested that in order to present options
clearly, simply, and neutrally a question should be easy to understand;
be to the point; be unambiguous; avoid encouraging voters to consider
one response more favourably than another; and avoid misleading
voters5. The Guidelines make clear that this is limited to considering the
language in which the options are framed, in that the wording must be
‘concise’, use ‘familiar’ terms and be ‘factual’ and ‘simple’6.
The final decision on the formulation of the question then of course rests
with Parliament, as our constitutional doctrine of Parliamentary
sovereignty demands. However, subject to one exception (a minor and
technical change to the instructional wording in the North East Assembly
Referendum) the Commission’s recommendations have always been
accepted7. The Commission’s interventions have at times had significant
impact, as in the case of the question for the 2016 referendum on EU
membership. The original question proposed by the government, ‘Should
the United Kingdom remain a member of the European Union?’, was said
to be biased in that voters have an inherent preference for answering in
the affirmative. On the recommendation of the Electoral Commission it
became, of course, ‘Should the United Kingdom remain a member of the
European Union or leave the European Union?’, which the Commission
assessed as achieving a balance between being easily understood whilst
still avoiding concerns about bias in favour of the status quo. Polls
suggest that in 2016 the adoption of the Electoral Commission’s
recommended question over the government’s original proposal swung
the result by up to 4%, a critical shift in a vote which ultimately split the
country 48% to 52%8.
3

PPERA 2000 s. 104(2).
Ibid, s. 104(2)(b).
5
The Electoral Commission, Referendum question assessment guidelines, November 2009.
Available
online:
https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/sites/default/files/pdf_file/
Referendum-Question-guidelines-final.pdf (Accessed 5 December 2019).
6
Ibid.
7
Independent Commission on Referendums, ‘Report of the Independent Commission on
Referendums’, July 2018, p. 102. Available online: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/constitution-unit/
sites/constitution-unit/files/182_-_independent_commission_on_referendums.pdf (Accessed
4 December 2019).
8
Green, D. A. ‘The tale of the Brexit referendum question’ Financial Times, 3 August 2017,
available online: https://www.ft.com/content/b56b2b36-1835-37c6-8152-b175cf077ae8
(Accessed 5 December 2019).
4
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This role of the Electoral Commission has been widely welcomed as a
valuable input into the process of implementing referenda. Parliament
may not have the time, expertise, or inclination to conduct a full
analysis of the neutrality and intelligibility of proposed questions. It may
also be that it is inherently poorly placed to do so, given that one side
on any given issue will almost always hold a majority over the other
creating both the motive and the means to manipulate the formulation
of the question in favour of their preferred outcome. By contrast, the
Commission is able to engage extensively with voters and report
comprehensively on these issues9. Although Parliament retains ultimate
control, the Commission’s recommendation provides an objective
perspective and a neutral background against which any attempted
manipulation can be identified.
However, intelligibility goes beyond the language in which the question
is framed; it also depends on the broader political context in which the
question is put to voters, the substantive clarity of the options
presented, and the information available to voters to make an informed
decision. The Electoral Commission recognised this in its questiontesting research prior to the 2016 referendum, noting that participants
in their focus groups had sought further information as to what exactly
was entailed by the ‘Leave’ and ‘Remain’ options, and that ‘most
participants agreed that greater contextual information regarding the
outcomes of a referendum would be needed to help them make an
informed voting decision’10. The Commission also provided a list of key
questions which recurred most frequently in their conversations with
voters. However, as the report acknowledges, this was not the
Commission’s ‘key focus’; their assessment of the substantive clarity of
the options is brief and there is only cursory consideration of possible
ways in which the problems identified might be addressed.

It is clear that the failure to address this lack of clarity in advance of the
referendum lies at the root of many of the political problems we have
experienced since the result. In hindsight, many have criticised the
referendum question for creating a false equivalence between the option
to ‘Remain’, which as the status quo was more or less a known quantity
to the majority of voters, and the option to ‘Leave’, the process and
particulars of which have been hotly contested in two subsequent
elections in just over two years. The referendum on Scottish
independence would most likely have given rise to similar challenges
had the country voted in favour of leaving the Union (and may yet if it
9

See: Electoral Commission, ‘Referendum on membership of the European Union: Question
Testing’, 1 September 2015. Available online: https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/
sites/default/files/pdf_file/GfK-Report-EU-Referendum-Question-Testing-2015-WEB.pdf
(Accessed 4 December 2019).
10
Ibid, p. 9.
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does so in a future ‘IndyRef2’). In general terms, such a lack of clarity
risks undermining the democratic ideals which are (or should be) the
very reason for putting an issue to a public vote in the first place. In the
words of David Davis, at the time an opposition MP, in the Parliamentary
debate on the second reading of the Regional Assemblies (Preparations)
Bill 2002-3, which provided for regional referenda on proposals for
devolved assemblies in England:
‘…in a democracy, voters have to know what they are voting for. They
need to know what the choice is…For that to happen, the proposition has
to come before the vote…The Bill proposes that referendums should be
held without voters knowing the structure or powers of the assemblies
for which they are asked to vote.’11
Whilst he acknowledged that ‘[t]here is a proper role for referendums
(sic) in constitutional change, but only if done properly. If it is not done
properly, it can be a dangerous tool’. He reserved special disapprobation
for pre-legislative referenda, which he described as the ‘worst type of
all’12. This is reflected in the practice of most other democracies around
the world, where referenda are generally used only to offer a choice to
accept or reject clearly drafted legislative alternatives13.
Though Parliamentarians have recognised these issues in broad terms,
they have not been proactive in dealing with them. Assessment by the
Electoral Commission of whether the overall context in which a
referendum question is asked is such that voters are able to ‘know what
they are voting for’ would not restrict the freedom of Parliament to hold
a pre-legislative referendum, but would shine a light on the potential
issues and risks in time for these to be addressed and avoided. The
success of the Commission in doing just this in relation to the language
of referendum questions is promising evidence of its ability to achieve
this.
This is not to suggest that a more rigorous approach would make
referenda pain free. By their very nature they deal with divisive and
difficult issues. Pre-legislative referenda may sometimes be the only
option; there are many aspects of Brexit which could not possibly have
been planned or foreseen unless and until the vote in favour of Leave
was confirmed. At the centre of the process has been Britain’s
negotiations with the EU, an agonisingly drawn out and expensive affair

11

26 November 2002, House of Commons debate (see cols 201-4) Second Reading of the
Regional Assemblies (Preparations) Bill 2002-3.
12
Ibid.
13
Supra n. 7, pp. 23-29.
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which plainly could not have been instigated before our intention to
leave was confirmed. Nevertheless, legislative proposals could have
addressed immediate issues, such as the process by which Article 50
should be triggered. As it happened, barely a thought was given to this
question in advance of the referendum, with the result that shortly
afterwards it became the subject of a legal battle which saw the courts
dragged into the political arena14 and arguably set the tone for three
years (and counting) of bitter wrangling which would pit the pillars of
state against each other and, it is sometimes claimed, against ‘the
People’. Again, input from an independent body such as the Electoral
Commission could highlight these issues and encourage Parliament to
ensure that proposed legislation (or at least a framework for legislation)
is in place as far as possible in advance of a vote. It could also
encourage consideration of measures to mitigate the problems arising
from any lack of clarity as to what was meant by the options on offer. In
the case of an issue such as Brexit where it is not possible to legislate in
advance, solutions such as proposing a two part referendum from the
outset (for example so that voters were first asked whether they wished
to leave and then asked whether they wished to approve a particular
deal) could be considered15. Such a second referendum offers a
pragmatic and democratic solution to a difficult problem, and had this
process been outlined in advance of the first referendum it might have
been more acceptable to those who voted to leave. As it was, the
referendum was touted as a once in a generation In/Out vote and,
having been promised this, some voters might understandably feel
cheated at the suggestion that they return to the polls to reconsider
their original verdict.
A closely related problem is ensuring that the possible answers allow
voters to express their preferences in a meaningful way, a question of
increasing importance in the light of growing discussion of the use of
alternative or preferential voting systems to offer non-binary options.
Indeed, such a system would appear to be the only viable option in any
second referendum on Brexit, if we are to avoid leaving a significant
portion of the population feeling justifiably cheated by the exclusion of
their preferred option. Again, the Commission could not prevent
Parliament from making whatever final decision it wished as to which
options should be included and in what form. However, its assessment of
the issues involved could, in its own words, ‘add demonstrable value to
parliamentary scrutiny of proposed referendum questions’16 by
14

R (on the application of Miller and another) v Secretary of State for Exiting the European
Union [2017] UKSC 5.
15
Such an approach was suggested by Jacob Rees-Mogg in 2011 (24 October 2011, House of
Commons debate on National Referendum on the European Union (see col 108)).
16
Electoral Commission, ‘Consultation on a draft referendum bill: Response to Scottish Government consultation’, 24 November 2016. Available online: https://
www.electoralcommission.org.uk/sites/default/files/pdf_file/Response-to-SG-consultation-on
-draft-referendum-bill.pdf (Accessed 3 December 2019).
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highlighting a full range of perspectives which might not be fully
reflected (or might be excluded entirely) by the proposed question.
Perhaps more controversially, the Electoral Commission could go further
to offering an assessment of the suitability of an issue for determination
by a referendum. Bogdanor suggests that there may now be a
constitutional convention that ‘decisions involving the transfer of the
legislative powers of Parliament – whether upwards to a European body
or downwards through devolution – require endorsement of the
people’17. Indeed, the European Union Act 2011 provided that a
referendum was required to approve ratification of certain changes to
the EU treaties18. Although this goes beyond ‘intelligibility’, the suitability
of the issue for resolution by referendum might also be a matter which
an independent body such as the Electoral Commission could assess. At
the very least, this might provide a valuable starting point for informed
debate in Parliament.
Conclusion
It is not suggested that the Electoral Commission should (or, in light of
our constitutional doctrine of Parliamentary sovereignty, could) be given
any more than an advisory role in determining on what terms a
referendum should be held. However, given its now established record in
providing valuable impartial input, a wider assessment on ‘intelligibility’
might well be welcome. This is particularly so in the context of our lack
of constitutional regulation as to whether and when referenda should
take place, leaving a powerful democratic tool open to manipulation and
abuse for either short term political ends or as a way for leaders to wash
their hands of decisions on difficult issues.
Siân McGibbon & Ian Peacock
4-5 Gray’s Inn Square
December 2019
17

Bogdanor, V. Beyond Brexit: Towards a British Constitution (2019) London: IB Taurus, p.
111.
18

European Union Act 2011 sections 2, 3, and 6.
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Training Update
Coming up in February

W

e have the following courses that still have available places:-

Absent Voting
Key Considerations for Returning Officers and their deputies
Developing Personal Resilience
Elections 2020
Introduction to Electoral Services
A full list of all of our available training courses can be found on the AEA
Training page of the website.

Polling Station Staff Training
We are now taking bookings for Polling Station Staff Training 2020 the
details of the training are provided below:
Our sessions are based on electoral good practice, cross reference the
EC guidance and incorporate any key messages and procedural issues
the Returning Officer wishes to emphasise.
The training is typically
delivered to Presiding Officers, Poll Clerks and Polling Station Inspectors
(as required) in sessions of approximately 60 or 90 minutes duration and
may include discussions, practical demonstrations, and a quiz to test
learning.
We have a successful track record of delivering polling station training
and have trained over 12,000 polling station staff for a number of
individual Returning Officers for a variety of elections.
The AEA's pool of accredited trainers contains professional electoral staff
all of whom have detailed understanding of polling day procedures and
the ability to transfer knowledge to a wide range of experience levels.
A dedicated AEA trainer can deliver up to 4 sessions per day at times to
suit you for between 20-40 staff per session including weekends.
You will still want to be involved in developing the training material and
checking it meets your requirements but then you just provide the venue
and leave the rest to us.
To design, develop and deliver your bespoke training package our
charges are just £1,695 per trainer delivery day (plus vat and trainer
expenses).
If you have any other Training requirements please
training@aea-elections.co.uk and we will be happy to help.

contact
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MONTHLY UPDATE FOR AEA MEMBERS
PART A
PART B

Meetings and updates
Consultations

PART C
PART D

Useful resources
Previous update

PART A - MEETINGS AND UPDATES
1. KEY ISSUES
Post-election statement – we will be publishing a post-election
statement following the UK Parliamentary general election (UKPGE) and
we aim to send it to the Government at the end of January.
Individual Electoral Registration (IER) Justification Led
Bids (JLB) – the deadline for the Cabinet Office to receive justification
led bid applications has been extended to Friday 24 January 2020. For
an
application
form
and
further
details
contact: cganalysis@cabinetoffice.gov.uk
Deadlines for the submission of Returning Officer election
expenses to the Election Claims Unit (ECU): European
Parliamentary election accounts extended to Tuesday 25 February 2020,
UK Parliamentary general election accounts by no later than Saturday
12 September 2020 (within nine months commencing with the date of
the declaration of result). Scrutiny levels for the UKPGE 2019 are
available here.
Canvass Reform –
• the Cabinet Office has sent guidance and a checklist of actions for the
Canvass Reform national data test to all electoral services teams in
Great Britain over the last few weeks
•
•

all teams in England and Wales have also received their allocated
dates for the data test
the Cabinet Office will be running Canvass Reform training in each
AEA region across the UK from mid-February into March. You will be
receiving direct communications about how to sign up to these in
January

If you would like more information or have any questions please
email canvass-reform@cabinetoffice.gov.uk.
Queens speech – key electoral proposals announced in December
2019:
•

Implementing measures requiring an approved form of photographic
ID at a polling station in a UK parliamentary election in Great Britain
Go to Contents page
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and local election in England.
• Banning campaigners from handling postal votes, introducing a
power to limit the number of postal votes a person may hand-in, and
establishing a requirement on those registered for a postal vote to re
-apply every three years.
• Limiting the number of people a voter may act for as a proxy to two
electors, regardless of their relationship.
• Allowing a wider range of people (for example, carers who would not
be entitled to vote in the election) to be able to assist disabled voters
in a ‘companion’ role. Requiring ROs to provide equipment to support
voters with sight loss and other disabilities who find it difficult to
vote.
• The Government also aims to launch a consultation on electoral
integrity.
• Continue work on other areas including British citizens overseas
voting in Parliamentary elections for life (removing 15-year limit on
voting rights).
• Repealing the Fixed-term Parliaments Act 2011.
2. WATCH OUT FOR
AEA Annual Conference 2020 – ‘Delivering Change’ will be in
Blackpool from Sunday 2 February to Wednesday 5 February. Bookings
and further details are available here. The strict deadline for bookings
is Friday 24 January 2020.
3. MEETINGS ATTENDED BY THE AEA
AEA
AEA Branches – East Midlands 18 December, and South East 14
January
Executive Directors – 8 January
Conference workshop rehearsals – 9 January
Management Team – 15 January
Examining Board – 16 January
Cabinet Office
Bilateral meeting – 17 December – the following topics were
discussed: Elections: UKPGE, post-election statement, elections
immediately after canvass, UKPGE and European Fees and Charges
including ECU outstanding claims, 2020 May polls and combinations,
Police and Crime Commissioner elections, Voter ID, pressures on the
electoral community, Brexit and voters rights. Electoral Registration:
canvass reform, proxy changes after minus 11, Other: Bridges, clearer
guidance re “Eligible Irish citizen” in terms of becoming an Overseas
elector.
Electoral Integrity Project Board – 19 December – the Board
Go to Contents page
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considered the progress of the project including the project roadmap,
programme plan, Bill introduction, and local elector ID.
PCC Elections Steering Group - 7 January – the Steering group
considered the bank holiday and funding, timeline of counts, received
an update on PAROs and PARO Orders and discussed the PARO seminar
taking place on 12 February.
Implementation Working Group (Canvass Reform) IWG – 14
January – the working group received updates on the following:
communications, EC guidance, data test, CO guidance, training plan,
and checkpoint 2.
Post-election senior stakeholders meeting – 14 January – this
meeting looked at the events of 2019 and the work for the electoral
community in the coming months and years.
Accessibility of Elections Working Group – 15 January – the
working group received feedback on voting at the UKPGE, including
from a person with the disability of cerebral atrophy and their care
worker. The group discussed the production and timings of accessible
versions of political party manifestos including easy read versions.
Received an update on practice ballot papers, provision of poll card
information electronically, EC performance standards, care home good
practice guidance and reviewed the progress of delivery the Call for
Evidence actions.
Accessibility of Elections Sub Working Group: Items to assist
people with disabilities to vote –15 January – the working group
received an update on the joint Cabinet Office and RNIB user testing,
considered the items used at the recent UK Parliamentary general
election and discussed further items to assist voters with disabilities.
Registration Reform Board – 20 January – the Board discussed the
Canvass Reform monthly review, MERP Benefits and Evaluation Project,
and the Registration Improvement Project.
Electoral Commission
Bilateral meeting – 17 December - the following topics were
discussed: Elections: UKPGE, post-election statement, elections
immediately after canvass, 2020 May polls and combinations, pressures
on the electoral community.
Electoral Registration: postal vote
application forms, canvass reform implementation and forms, proxy
changes after minus 11, Other: progress on guidance project, Bridges,
clearer guidance re “Eligible Irish citizen” in terms of becoming an
Overseas elector.

PART B – CONSULTATIONS
4. FORMAL CONSULTATIONS
Go to Contents page
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Welsh Government – Changes to the executive governance
arrangements in principal councils (local authorities). Deadline for
responses 27 February 2020.
5. INFORMAL CONSULTATIONS

Cabinet Office –
Training Programme for Canvass Reform
Electoral Commission –
Draft performance standards for EROs
LEGISLATION UPDATE
The UK Government’s Canvass Reform statutory instrument The
Representation of the People (Annual Canvass) (Amendment)
Regulations 2019 was debated in Parliament on Thursday 31 October,
and signed by the Minister for the Constitution on 4 November. This
means the reforms have formally become law in relation to the UK
parliamentary register and the local government register in England.
Legislation is due to be made by the Welsh and Scottish Governments
in relation to the local government registers in the devolved nations
late January.
Draft Legislation
Police and Crime Commissioner Elections (Amendment) Order 2020
Scottish Government: Referendums Scotland Bill
Scottish
Government:
Representation) Bill

Scottish

Elections

(Franchise

and

Overseas Electors Bill
Representation of the People (Annual Canvass) (Amendment) (Wales)
Regulation 2019 (Draft SI)
Scottish Elections Reform Bill
New Legislation

The Representation of the People (Annual Canvass) (Amendment)
Regulations 2019 – Canvass Reform legislation for England
Representation of the People: The Greater London Authority Elections
(Amendment) Rules 2019 (SI re home address on ballot papers at GLA
elections)
European Parliamentary Elections Etc. (Repeal, Revocation, Amendment
and Saving Provisions) (United Kingdom and Gibraltar) (EU Exit)
(Amendment) Regulations 2019 has now been made. The Regulations
provide for legislation governing European Parliamentary (EP) elections
to remain in place until 31 December 2020 in order to enable the
necessary processes following the EP poll on 23 May 2019 to be
Go to Contents page
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completed.

PART C – USEFUL RESOURCES
6. REGISTRATION DATES AND ELECTION TIMETABLES 2020
We have produced the following:
Registration dates table is available here for 2020
England and Wales flowchart available here for 2020
Scottish flowchart available here for 2020
The May 2020 Police and Crime Commissioner elections and scheduled
principal area, Combined Authority Mayoral, Local Authority Mayoral and
parish council elections timetable is available here for England.
7. OTHER AEA RESOURCES
Electoral Registration
Publication of the revised register

Sale of the electoral register: fees calculation – guidance
document calculation spreadsheet
Appointment and responsibilities of statutory officers involved in the
electoral process
Electoral Registration Officer – Resources and Funding
Elections
Returning Officer Reservation of Powers (England and Wales)
December by-elections and the implications to registration
Appointment and responsibilities of statutory officers involved in the
electoral process
AEA Policy Positions
AEA Policy Positions
Sale of the Register of Electors
8. MONTHLY REMINDER LIST
The monthly reminder list of key dates and activities can be viewed
here.
9. LOCAL AUTHORITY CONTACT LIST
Available here.

PART D – PREVIOUS UPDATE
The update for last month and previous editions can be viewed here.
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E

ANOTHER PICTURE PUZZLE

£$nxfg

£$nxfg
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ach picture below is a clue to a satellite TV channel. Again, no
prizes, just for amusement. Answers will be published in the next
edition. If anyone is tearing their hair out, drop me an email.
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Answers to last month’s puzzle

In case you were wondering, the right-hand picture in No. 9
depicts the battle of The Alamo, which is, of course, in Texas!
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Electoral Services Officer
Employer: Borough Council of Kings Lynn
and West Norfolk
Salary: £23,493 and £28,386
Closing Date: 23 January
Deputy Electoral Services Manager
Employer: Runnymede Borough Council
Salary: £29, 274 - £32, 485
Closing Date: 26 January
Electoral Services Manager
Employer: Melton Borough Council
Salary: £34,788 to £37,849
Closing Date: 31 January
Electoral Services and City Occupiers
Database Manager
Employer: City of London Corporation
Salary: £48,540 - £55,270
Closing Date: 12 noon on 31 January 2020
Accredited Trainers – Open Programme
Employer: AEA
Salary: See main advert
Closing Date: 7 February
Accredited Trainers – Polling Stations
and SV
Employer: AEA
Salary: See main advert
Closing Date: 7 February
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Conference 2020 Stop Press

R

ooms at the Grand Hotel are now all taken but there is still
accommodation available at our second hotel, The Imperial, which
is just 150 yards away from the main venue. If you are planning to
attend, you’ll need to make sure your booking is submitted by Friday
24 January. We must make it clear that no bookings can be
accepted after this date.

Consultation on new performance standards for EROs

T

he Electoral Commission has issued the above consultation and
the deadline for responses is 31 March 2020. You can find details
in the regional Electoral Administration Bulletins that have been issued
today: No. 272 for England, No. 250 for Scotland, No. 262 for Wales
(English) and No. 262 for Wales (Welsh).

Local Authority Contact List

T

he list was updated on 17 January and
can be downloaded from the website via
this page or the Notice Board.

AND FINALLY…

W

e hope you have enjoyed reading this edition of Arena. We’d still
like to know if there is anything you’d like to see which you’re
not seeing at the moment! It’s your magazine and, as far as possible,
we want to try and give you what you want.
Also, as we’ve mentioned before, we’d be interested in using your own
(high-resolution) images as potential covers (with explanatory notes)
and, as usual, it goes without saying, all written contributions will be
welcomed! Please email the Editor: lesley.hales@aea-elections.co.uk.
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